
The particular October 2020 issue involving Golf Course
Architecture will be out right now!
 

The August 2020 problem of Playing golf Course Architecture newspaper is out now in each

printed and digital formats. 

 

The cover of this particular most up-to-date issue features the shutting green of Monk

Religious organization GC in Pittsburgh, took pictures of by Russell Kirk. Fazio Design has

lately done a restoration regarding the Seth Raynor study course, and we talk to prospect

architect Tom Marzolf to be able to find out more. 

 

In   in this challenge we all ask how best to address golf and home trends. Golf course

designers including Invoice Coore, Robert Trent Jones Jr, He Blasi, Colton Craig, Jerr

Straka, Howard Swan, Gary Johnston and Kevin Ramsey provide regarding for the particular

key things to consider for golf and housing projects. 

 

Generally there is news of often the different Kyle Phillips-designed PGA National Czech

Republic training in close proximity to Prague; Caspar Grauballe discusses the renovation he

/ she is managing at Djursholm Golf Club throughout Laxa, sweden; and we examine often

the routing for Zac Blair’s Buck Club project using King-Collins. 

 

We also include an On Site survey through Vaughn Halyard, who also stopped at Forest

Dunes around Michigan, where a innovative 10-hole par-three course ~ designed by Riley

Johns and Keith Rhebb ~ has just opened, getting started with the resort’s original Forest

Dunes course designed by Mary Weiskopf and The particular Loop, the particular reversible

design designed by means of Tom Doak. 

https://sansur.org/


 

 

Elsewhere, we profile Columbine Land Pub in Denver colorado, which is trying to find a

return to its original glories as a key tournament venue following a new reconstruction by

Rees Roberts; and even Connor Lewis looks at prior debates about technologies within golf

and requests what we should can find out by them. 

 

We as well have insight pieces from Level Ganning regarding Rogue Sectors, who clarifies

how Lincoln GC gone about typically the process of installing the latest irrigation system;

Tiffany Koss of Kafka Granite, which describes the partnership among two Wisconsin golf

firms; Paul Chester of Huxley Golf, that explains what sort of well-designed short course can

boost income; and Pablo Muñoz Vega of Surtec Golf Agronomy, who shows the importance

of the water sources exam. 


